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A New Optical l11oslol1. 

H. Dircks, Esq., in a paper communicated to 
the British Association, introduces a novel 
apparatus by which a sheet of plane plate 
glass is made to act as a mirror, and by 
whose powers many- seemingly spectral illu
sione can be obtained. Its chief use will be as 
an adjunct to tbe stage, but as a home toy it 
will almost afford as much fun and wonder
ment as the magi� lantern. 

The arrangement of the apparatus is repre
sented by the annexed diagram. ABC D E 
is a box closed on all sides, but provided on 
two sides with small doors, Rnd on the top of 
the box are the flapped openings, H I J. The 

interior of the box is divided centrally by the 
partition, K K, made of a good, clear, and 
even-surfaced piece of thin patent plate glass, 
kept in its place within two side grooves. The 
box is thereby divided into two separate 
chambers or compartments, L M, the former, 
L, having a ceiling or screen, N, to exclude 
any obj ect therein from the direct view of the 
spectator, as shown by the line, a b. 

If' two figures be 110W introduced, one Y, the 
other, Z, and the eye of the spectator be fixed 
at A, he will observe two images, one the real 
figure Y, the other Y', the mere reflection of 
Y. By this arrangement it is evident that 
the plain unsilvered glass thus viewed at an 
angle of about 45° has all the properties of a 
mirror, but, owing to its trans2arency, two 
figures are seen possessing little or no distin
guishable difference between them. Of course 
a persoll placed at Z sees only the figure Y ; 
but as a piece of acting he may, under proper 
arrangements of a suitable stage, approach 
the situation apparently occupied by Y', and 
thus indicate to spectators placed at A any 
pre-arranged dramatic. scene requiring Z to 
be in correspondence with the visionary 
figure, Y'. 

In using the apparatus, the flap, H, must 
be open, but I may be shut, being mostly 
useful to get admission for inserting or with
drawing the screen or the figures. The flap, 
J, may be closed or opened to regulate the 
admission or exclusion of light. The two 
doors at the sides may both be wide open, 
though one is generally sufficient, provided it 
is turned as direct as possible to the light. A 
mirror placed at an angle close to the side 
door8 will assist the illusion by illuminating 
the figure, Y, and thus hightening the effect 
of the reflection, Y'. 

Some of our ingenious juvenile readers 
should set to work and construct one of these 
apparatuses, and see how it works. . '.,. 

Improved Radiator. 
Stove-fixing time is now upon us, and every 

one is discussing the question, "How shall I 
warm my room or store or office economi
cally?" Gas and alcohol, although not by 
first cost the cheapest heaters, yet when their 
superior cleanliness and ease of management 
(thus saving labor) are taken into considera-
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tion, the expense greatly diminishes, so much 
so, indeed, that in many places and situations 0� they are far preferable to wood or coal. � There i-, however, one objection to which � the� are both liable, and that i.s, the moisture 
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produced by their combustion renders the at
mosphere unhealthy, but by the improved 
radiator the moisture is entirely condensed 
and the carbonic acid is also absorbed by the 
water of condensation so that no chimney is 
required, and gas or alcohol is made as 
healthy and convenient a heating material 
as any other. 

ABC D is the outer shell composed of two 
parallel metal plate walls, having circular en
largements, A A, at each end and in the cen
ter. The space bet ween the sides, B, is very 

narrow, generally about an inch. The top 
and bottom, C D, may be of cast iron, the 
sides being fitted into rims, IL, and seenred by 
screw bolts, e, passing through the radiator. 
The sides are stayed by rivets and collars, f 
9. In the center of the bottom is an opening, 
c c, the full size of the center enlargement, 
and under this the burner, E, is placed, and 
under each other enlargem eni there is an 
opening, d d, in the bottom, which slightly 
slants towards them. F F are feet on which 
the radiator stands. In the ends, metal cylin-

fe,v will be got to oppose the army provided 
with them, while at the same time as a wea
pon of self-defense the revolver ie unequaled. 
The numbers of these weapons now in use 
prove their efficiency, but the majority are 
complicated in their construction, and very 
difficult to repair when they once get out of 
order. 

The subject of our illustration is free from 
both these objections, being simple, and can 
be repaired by any blacbmith who can tem
per a piece of steel. 

CHESTER'S RADIATOR. 
Fig. 1 is a perspective view of the pistol, A 

being the wrist and stock, B the chambered 
breech, C the barrel, and D the lever, that op
erates the ramrod. The barrel is hh.ged to 
the breech frame by a pivot, a, being kept in 
position by a spring catch, b, which being re
leased, the barrel can be raised and the cham
bered breech taken out to be clQaned or for 

ders, b, are fitted tight, and in the center is a 
similar but deeper metal cylinder, h. Be
tween these are horizontal defl.ectors, i, of 
metal, and a similar deflector, j, is placed 
under h. These do not entirely shut off the 
upper part of the radiator, but prevent it from 
becoming too highly heated by the too free 
circulation of thA flame and heated products 
of combustion; the cylinders, h b b, also pre
vent a dangerous accumulation of gas in the 
radiator should the burner by accident be 
turned on and not lighted. The lower parts 
of the end enlargements contain cylinders, 
k k, of wire gauze Itnd smaller gauz<l cylin
ders, ll, are fitted between the flat sides, and 
these cylinders, land k, aid the deflectors in 
distributing the heated products of combus
tion. There is a register, p, in the top plate, 
by which the steam evolved during combns
tion m"y be allowed to esel\pe in to the room 
in small quantities when the air requires it. 
H H are vessels suspended under the holes, d, 
to catch the conderlsed water that escapes 
from them. The burner consists of II box 
with its top c omposed of wire gauze, m, a bout 
the same size as the opening, c c, with a jet 
nozzle, G, in its bottom, in which are a num
ber ot' holes, 1l, for the issue of the gas. A 

number of holes, 0 0, admit air into the bur
ner, and when the air and gas are thoroughly 
mixed, they burn on the wire gauze,?n. I is 
thepipethat conveys the gas to the burner. 

The operation is as follows :-The flame 
and heated gaseous products of combustion 
entering the radiator from the bUl'ner strike 
the deflectors, j J and i, and are spread in op
posite directions, and the gases are ea used to 
circulate between the sides of the radiator and 
through the wire gauze cylinders llf yielding 
their heat as they p ass, and lea,ving much of 
the water condensed upon the surfaces before 
they arrive at the cooler parts of the radiator, 
namely, the end enlargements, upon the sur
faces of which and upon the cylinders, k k, 
the condensation is completed as the final ab
sorption of heat takes place. The water 
trickles down to the holes, d d, and from that 
passes into the vessels, H H, as from the di
rection of the incline it cannot accumulate 
around the burner, where it would be likely 
again to evaporate. 

This compact and excellent radiator is the 
invention of I. H. Chester, of 272 Sixth 
street, Cincinnati, Ohio, who will be happy 
to furnish any further informati0!1' It was 
patented July 13, 1858. 

other purposes j e is the trigger, which is of 
the shape Sh'OWll by Fig. 2 that shows the ar
rangement of the lock. The trigger has a 
slot, h, in it, through which passes a pin se
cured to tbe piece, F, that forms part of the 
wrist. As the trigger is pulled back, the 
·pawl-shaped projection, e", catching the rat
chet wheel, g, on the axis of the chambered 
breech, revolves it in one chamber, and at the 
same time the rounded part of the trigger 
near a'

, moving agaiust the pin, d, on the 
hammer, E, elevates it until the pin, d, falls 
into the angular groove, e', by which it is 
securely held cocked. When it is desired to 
fire, the trigger is pulled a little further j d is 
released from the n�.tch, and the main spring 
brings the hammer down. The trigger in 
coming back to its original posi tion slides up 
the pin by means of the slot, h, so that the 
groove and projection, e', pass over the pin, d, 
without obstruction. When it is desired to 
tire the piece quickly, it is only necessary to 
pull the trigger promptly beyond the cocking 
point. The simplicity of the lock is at once 
evident, there being in it only a hammer, 
trigger, main and sere springs, and the force 
required to operate it is very small. 

It is the invention of F. B. Newbury, of Al
bany, N. Y., and was patented June 29, 1858, 
and any further information can be obtained 
by addressing the agent and assignee, R. V. 
Dewitt, of the same plaee, 
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We are told by the most sound of social 
philosophers that the more certainly fatal we 
render war, the nearer we approach that "con
summation, devoutly to be wished," universal 
peace, and from this point of view, which

· 

certainly has historic evidence to support it, 
every improver of firearms is a true philan
thropist. Indeed, if we trace the history of 
war, we find that the discovery of gunpowder 
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knowledge, the value ot which is beyond pecuniary 
estimate. 
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